Camouflaging endothelial cells: does it prolong graft survival?
Camouflaging antigens on the surface of cells seems an appealing way to prevent activation of the immune system. We explored the possibility of preventing hyperacute rejection by chemically camouflaging endothelial cells (EC). In vitro as well as in vivo experiments were performed. First, the ability of mPEG coating to prevent antibody-antigen interactions was evaluated. Second, we tested the degree to which mPEG coating prevents activation of EC by stimuli such as TNF-alpha and LPS. Third, in vivo experiments were performed to test the ability of mPEG coating to prolong xenograft survival. We demonstrate that binding of several antibodies to EC or serum proteins can be inhibited by mPEG. Furthermore, binding of TNF-alpha as well as LPS to EC is blocked since mPEG treatment of EC inhibits the subsequent up-regulation of E-selectin by these stimuli. However, in vivo experiments revealed that currently this method alone is not sufficient to prevent hyperacute rejection.